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4. “Green corr idors”  to faci l i tate

uninterrupted freight movement

through border-crossing points



Comprehensive implementation

of measures for the use of digital models of

information, document management,

organization and management, as well as

remote monitoring of the transportation

process will create conditions for the

implementation of the "green corridors"

system, which involves non-stop driving of

cars on Asian roads if the carrier complies

with the prescribed transportation

requirements.

Overall description
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Overall description

The "green corridor "technology implies:

creating the most favorable conditions

for the smooth passage of law-abiding

carriers along the agreed route,

excluding stops for manual control

procedures and contacts between

drivers and inspectors;

maintaining a register of bona fide participants in the

transportation process, including road transport and

freight forwarding companies, which is constantly

updated and updated on the basis of generalized

objective technical control data;

use of technical remote controls to

monitor the transportation process on-

line, identify and automatically register

violations of the prescribed routes and

conditions of transportation, compliance

with the working and rest modes of

drivers, as well as transportation safety;

use of online control data by customs and other state

regulatory authorities to adjust the risk level and current

rating of the transport participant to make decisions on

the need for additional inspection and other control

measures in relation to a particular carrier and/or

cargo being transported.
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Overall description

installation of electronic navigation seals on the locking and sealing devices of the cargo

use of devices that block the operation of the vehicle engine in case of detection of

The introduction of the "green corridor" technology provides for the automatic application of

measures of influence in case of detection of violations by unscrupulous participants in

transportation, including the forced stopping of vehicles for checks and inspections and evacuation

to the penalty Parking lot.

If violations are detected, or if there is a high risk of violations, additional control measures are

introduced, for example, using technical means:

     

compartments of vehicles;

    

negative results of remote medical examination, and others.
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Overall description

satellite navigation and vehicle monitoring systems;

navigation of electronic seals for monitoring access to the cargo compartments of motor

vehicles;

digital format of goods and transport accompanying documents and technologies for

information exchange of data during transportation;

digital format of permits for international road transport;

digital format of permits for transportation of heavy, bulky and dangerous goods and

electronically agreed routes;

tools for pre-informing and declaring information about transported goods, vehicles and vehicle

crews, and others.

The “green corridor” technology provides for the integrated and coordinated use of modern digital

management tools on a voluntary basis as alternative methods for ensuring control of the

transportation process. The list of such tools may include:
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

for the transport industry:

The introduction of the green corridor technology with the use of technical remote controls and on-

line monitoring of the transportation process will allow you to achieve the following effect:

    

o   develop business in a fair competition environment;

o reduce the cost of transportation by reducing the damage caused by unnecessary stops for

control procedures:

§  unproductive downtime of vehicles;

§  disruption of cargo delivery schedules;
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

o   increase the productivity of the used fleet of cars and drivers, without 

increasing their number due to forced losses during downtime;

o   reduce the number and duration of contact between drivers and checkpoint 

personnel, as well as the risk of a pandemic spreading;

o   accelerated border crossing along specially designated accelerated lanes 

subject to prior Declaration and approval of verified documents in digital format;

o   improve the quality and safety of transportation;

o   increasing the attractiveness of international transport corridors on the Asian 

road network, transparency and predictability of their operation;
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Expected benefits and linkages to the pandemic response

for control and supervision activities:

o   remote and automated monitoring of carriers ' compliance with prescribed 

routes and transport conditions on the Asian road network in online mode;

o   improving the efficiency of control and supervision activities while optimizing 

administrative and other resources for their implementation;

o   exclusion of negative manifestations of the human factor affecting the 

effectiveness and image of control and supervision activities;

o   reduction of cases of violation of transport discipline by increasing the

inevitability of  punishment for violations on the route;

o   the ability to identify online bottlenecks in the organization of international

transport and  transport infrastructure in order to develop timely measures to eliminate

them;

o   increasing the overall capacity of international transport corridors on Asian roads,

primarily by  speeding up the passage of pre-registered vehicles.
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Implementation examples

As an example of a pilot project to create

an international system of "green corridors"

based on the use of digital technologies ,

we can cite the pilot project Galileo

Green Lane[1], implemented by a number

of EU countries based on satellite

navigation technologies of the European

Galileo system. This project is being

implemented in order to ensure the

smooth transport of critical goods across

the internal land borders of the EU. The

project reduces waiting times at border

crossings and creates conditions for

building a seamless road transport system

within the European Union.
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The EAEU member States- the Republic of

Armenia, the Republic of Belarus, the

Republic of Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz

Republic and the Russian Federation -

approved sanitary and epidemiological

recommendations[2]  for organizing the

operation of "green corridors (transport

routes) " facilities at the customs border and

customs territory of the Eurasian economic

Union during an unfavorable

epidemiological situation related to the

spread of COVID-19 coronavirus infection.
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(1)https://www.gsa.europa.eu/newsroom/news/galileo-green-lane-

easing-pressure-eu%E2%80%99s-internal-borders

(2)Recommendation Of the Board of the Eurasian economic Board

dated July 07, 2020 http://eec.eaeunion.org/ru/covid-

https://www.gsa.europa.eu/newsroom/news/galileo-green-lane-easing-pressure-eu%E2%80%99s-internal-borders%20%20%20Recommendation%20Of%20the%20Board%20of%20the%20Eurasian%20economic%20Board%20dated%20July%2007,%202020%20http:/eec.eaeunion.org/ru/covid-
https://www.gsa.europa.eu/newsroom/news/galileo-green-lane-easing-pressure-eu%E2%80%99s-internal-borders%20%20%20Recommendation%20Of%20the%20Board%20of%20the%20Eurasian%20economic%20Board%20dated%20July%2007,%202020%20http:/eec.eaeunion.org/ru/covid-


Init ial recommendations for

launching/strengthening similar

init iative in an interested

country/sector

The "green corridor" technology should be built in

close cooperation of all state regulatory bodies and

involves information exchange and organizational

coordination between them.

The result achieved will be incomplete if

interdepartmental disconnection persists, including

the complexity and fragmentation of information

exchange between state regulatory agencies.

A key role in the implementation of the green

corridor technology in international road transport

is assigned to the state bodies that carry out

customs and transport control on the transport

route.

Implementation of the "green corridor" technology

within international transport corridors requires the

organization of international interaction, including

information exchange between state regulatory

authorities of States that pass through the territory

of international transport corridors.

International cooperation can take the form of a

separate intergovernmental agreements,

international conventions or in the form of annexes

to already existing documents.
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